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An organic-inorganic hybrid coagulant containing Al, Zn
and Fe (HOAZF): preparation, efﬁciency and mechanism of
removing organic phosphorus
Y. Fu and Y. Z. Wang

ABSTRACT
A polymeric-Al-Zn-Fe (PAZF) coagulant showing high removal of pollutants has been successfully
developed using a galvanized slag in earlier works, but it gave less elimination of phosphorus. To
improve phosphorus removal, a hybrid organic-Al-Zn-Fe (HOAZF) coagulant was prepared using PAZF
and polyacrylamide (PAM) as an organic additive, and then was characterized by scanning electron
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microscopy (SEM), infrared spectroscopy (IR), X-ray diffraction (XRD), and Zeta potential, respectively.
Removing efﬁciency and mechanism of organophosphorus by HOAZF was probed using jar tests in
treating a simulated pesticide wastewater containing dichlorvos (DDVP), compared to that by PAZF
and polyaluminum chloride. The results displayed that HOAZF having relative lower Zeta potential
(compared to PAZF) exhibited complex surface morphology composited by Al, Zn and Fe and PAM,
forming some new crystalline and amorphous substances different from that in PAZF. HOAZF gave
higher removal of organophosphorus and far lower dosage than PAZF, and also posed a suitable
wider pH range (pH ¼ 7–12 for HOAZF and 10–11 for PAZF, respectively) and suitable wider
organophosphorus level range than PAZF. Removing organophosphorus by HOAZF was a
simultaneous complex process involving a non-phase transfer of adsorption/bridging/sweeping and
a phase transfer of chemical precipitation.
Key words
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INTRODUCTION
More and more lakes and reservoirs suffer from serious

characteristics (limiting ratio of nitrogen and phosphorus)

eutrophication pollution worldwide with the increasing

(Zhang et al. ). In addition, phosphorus is one of the

population, especially in China (Liu et al. ; Strokal

key factors to avoid an outbreak of eutrophication extension

et al. ). It has been widely recognized that eutrophica-

(Schindler et al. ; Schelske ) because phosphorus

tion phenomenon emerges as total phosphorus reaches

can be easily removed from wastewaters (Schindler et al.

0.015 mg/L (Ye et al. ), moreover, aquatic ecosystems

; Li & Brett ) by chemical, physicochemical or bio-

show

logical technologies due it not turning into a gas (N is often

a

high

sensitivity

to

phosphorus

limitation

removed from wastewaters by becoming gas), so phosphorus
This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution Licence (CC BY-NC-SA 4.0), which permits copying,

removal (PR) has been extensively investigated (Li & Brett
).

adaptation and redistribution for non-commercial purposes, provided the

The existing form of phosphorus in wastewater is mainly

contribution is distributed under the same licence as the original, and the

dependent on the types of wastewater, in which the most

original work is properly cited (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-ncsa/4.0/).
doi: 10.2166/wrd.2017.115
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organophosphorus. Generally, orthophosphate and polypho-

a previous publication, polymeric-Al-Zn-Fe (PAZF) using

sphate are often soluble in water. Organophosphorus mostly

galvanized-aluminum slag (generated from a surface chemi-

exists in water in the form of colloid, particulates or dissolved

cal treatment of metals and other materials) was successfully

organic phosphorus (Li et al. ; Mudryk et al. ). One of

developed and achieved some useful results (Fu et al. ,

the main sources of organophosphorus in water is the use of

). However, it was found PAZF did not have any advan-

organophosphorus pesticides (Ding et al. ; Zielinski &

tages in PR compared with polyaluminum chloride (PAC)

Jekatierynczuk-Rudczyk ) which is an important pesti-

which has been extensively used for several decades

cide widely used around the world, resulting in frequent

around the world due to excellent coagulation behavior

exceedance of the concentrations of organophosphorus pes-

(Cao et al. ; Zhang et al. ). So to improve the efﬁ-

ticides over the maximum contamination level in water

ciency of removing phosphorus by PAZF, the modiﬁcation

environments (Baldwin ; Li et al. ).

of PAZF was mainly investigated in this work.

Presently, more than 80% of pesticides used in China are

In this work, a hybrid organic-Al-Zn-Fe (HOAZF)

organophosphorus pesticides, resulting in severe damage to

coagulant was prepared using polyacrylamide (PAM) (one

the entire water body. Currently, the technologies to

of the organic ﬂocculants and sludge conditioning agents

remove total phosphorus (including organophosphorus,

widely used (Yan et al. )) as a modiﬁer (aiming at simpli-

etc.)

biological

fying the dosing procedure of coagulants), and was

methods. The former involves chemical precipitation,

mainly

involve

physicochemical

and

characterized. The removal efﬁciency of organophosphorus

adsorption, coagulation precipitation (Huerta-Fontela et al.

by HOAZF was probed using jar tests in treating a simulated

; Saini & Kumar ), advanced oxidation (Badawy

wastewater containing DDVP, in comparison with that by

et al. ; Li et al. ), crystallization, electrolysis, mem-

PAZF and PAC. The removing mechanism of organopho-

brane, etc. Chemical precipitation is mainly used to remove

sphorus by HOAZF was also analyzed. This work will

inorganic phosphorus, but has a larger amount of sludge

provide some basic data for removing organic phosphorus

(Meng et al. ). Adsorption is generally used to treat waste-

with a new type of coagulant and will also put forward the

waters with low phosphorus levels. Electrolysis often results

possibility of using recycled galvanized-aluminum slag.

in a lower removal of dissolved organophosphorus. Biological methods, which are generally used to treat wastewaters
with low phosphorus concentration, do not show good stab-

MATERIALS AND METHODS

ility and often give poor results (Qiu ). The requirement
for phosphorus emission is strict now, for instance, the maxi-

Preparation of HOAZF

mum phosphorus level in industrial efﬂuents in China is
0.5 mg/L (Pan et al. ), and the discharging limit for

The galvanized aluminum slag from Zibo (China) was com-

total phosphorus in protected waters in some areas of

posed of the following components: w(Al) ¼ 60%, w(Zn) ¼

Europe are 50 μL (EU ; Remy et al. ). So it is difﬁcult

38%, and w(Fe) ¼ 2%.

to meet the emission requirement using one type of technology alone, thus leading to more and more hybrid processes

The preparation of PAZF has been reported in previous
publications (Fu et al. , ).

(Du et al. ). As one of the pretreatment or advanced treat-

HOAZF was prepared by a two-stage method of ‘leach-

ment methods, coagulation has been widely used due to its

ing with a mixed acid and polymerizing and compositing

low cost (Zhou et al. ), and the investigations on efﬁcient

with alkali’.

coagulants is still an important topic (Heiderscheidt et al.
; Zhou et al. ), especially in China.

Leaching stage with a mixed acid

Using various solid wastes to prepare inorganic and
organic coagulant has been widely studied in the ﬁeld of

HCl solution (8–15% (w/w), analytical grade) and H2SO4

water and wastewater treatment (Fu et al. ; Zhou et al.

solution (20–40% (w/w), analytical grade) were introduced

) due to serious solid waste pollution (Li et al. ). In

rapidly into 3 g galvanized aluminum slag which was
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Crystal characteristics by X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectra

alent diameter of approximately 0.5–2 cm, and was followed
by leaching for 1–3 h in a SHA-B Water Bath Constant

The crystal characteristics of solid HOAZF were analyzed

Temperature

Instrument,

by D8 ADVANCE XRD (German BRUKER-AXS Ltd)

China) at 80–90 C to obtain a leaching solution. The leach-

with a voltage of 40 kV and scanning speed 2θ of 5 /min,

ing solution was then ﬁltrated with ash-free quantitative

respectively.

Oscillator

(Jintan

Ronghua

W

W

ﬁlter papers (w(ash) < 0.01%, Whatman, UK) at 40–50 C
W

to obtain a color-free ﬁltrate (Fu et al. ).

Zeta potential

Polymerizing and compositing stage with alkali

The Zeta potentials of liquid HOAZF and PAZF diluted 10

PAM solution (0.1% (w/w) was introduced in the color-free

tial and nano-particle size analyzer (Malvern, UK) at a

ﬁltrate in the previous section (PAM/color-free ﬁltrate ¼ 1/4

temperature of 25 C.

times were measured (Li ) ﬁve times by a 300HS potenW

(v/v), analytical grade) under stirring for 5 min to obtain a

The pH of liquid HOAZF and PAZF diluted 10 times

mixing solution. NaOH solution (5% (w/w), analytical

were adjusted to different values, and then their Zeta poten-

grade) was then added slowly into the mixing solution to

tials were measured three times and the results represented

W

composite for 5–72 h at 70 C and stirred to obtain a light-

the averages.

brown liquid product of HOAZF with pH 2.5–3.0. The qualities of the liquid HOAZF were as follows: w(Al2O3) of

Organic PR by HOAZF

4.59%, w(Zn) of 1.15%, w(Fe) of 0.26%, density of 1.1 kg/L,
The simulated wastewater was made using an organopho-

and basicity of 4.52%.
W

Liquid HOAZF was dried at 60–70 C in an oven for

sphorus pesticide, O,O-dimethyl-O-(2,2-2 vinyl chloride)

more than 48 h and was made into powder samples for

phosphate (DDVP, Shandong, China): 120 g DDVP was

the following characterization. PAC (w(Al2O3) ¼ 29%) was

added to a mixed water of 15 L tap water and 5 L fountain

purchased from Gongyi in Henan province in China.

water, and was followed by stirring for 30 min. The super-

Double-deionized water was used to make all the following

natant was then withdrawn after settling for 30 min as the

solutions.

tested wastewater with the following qualities: turbidity of
W

53.5 NTU, pH of 5.1–5.2, temperature of 22 C, CODCr of
Characterization of HOAZF

3,690 mg/L, and total phosphorus of 664.8–676.3 mg/L.
Some fountain water was added to the tested wastewater

Surface morphology by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM)

in order to make it similar to the real wastewater samples.
The tested wastewater in this work mainly contained
organophosphorus (DDVP) which was slightly water-

The surface morphology of solid HOAZF was observed and

soluble, so DDVP is not easily hydrolyzed after adding to

analyzed by SUPRA™ 55 FESEM (Zeiss, Germany) at 10

the water. Although some inorganic phosphorus may

and 20 K magniﬁcation times under the following conditions:

be formed due to the addition of some fountain water

schottky ﬁeld emission electron source, accelerating voltage

when preparing the tested wastewater, the concentration

2–3 kV, in-lens SE detector, and electron beam booster.

of inorganic phosphorus was very low. Therefore, it is
still considered that this tested wastewater mainly con-

Surface functional group analysis by infrared (IR) spectra

sisted of much more organophosphorus, and a small
amount of dissolved inorganic phosphorus, turbidity sub-

The surface functional group characteristics of solid

stances and other organic matters. For the convenience

HOAZF were analyzed by KBr pressed disc with Nicolet

of analysis, total phosphorus was measured instead of orga-

380 IR Spectrum Meter (Thermo, USA).

nophosphorus
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organophosphorus (including a little inorganic phos-

41.1, 80.1, 163.8, 333.4 and 664.8 mg/L and pH values of

phorus) removal was expressed in terms of PR.

8.0, 7.6, 7.0, 6.1 and 5.1, respectively.

A conventional jar test was performed using a six-unit
stirrer system (ZR4-6 coagulation tester, Shenzhen Zhongrun, China). The standard jar test procedure consisted of
a rapid mix at 200 rpm for 1 min after coagulant addition;
followed by a 10 min mixing period at 50 rpm, and then
the ﬂocs were allowed to settle for 15 min. Then the supernatant were taken out for the analysis of turbidity and
total phosphorus with a 2100AN Turbidity Meter (HACH,
USA) and antimony molybdenum spectrophotometry.
Three runs were conducted in the following tests, and the
results represent the averages.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Micro-characteristics of HOAZF
Surface morphlogy
Figure 1 displays the surface morphology of HOAZF at 10 K
(Figure 1(a)) and 20 K (Figure 1(b)) magniﬁcation times,
respectively. As shown in the previous studies (Fu et al. ),
the surface morphology of PAZF presented a kind of uniform

Inﬂuence of dosage

network structure consisting of some sort of cauliﬂower head
of small size, with the characteristics of a large surface area

Dosage ranged between 0.685 and 6.85 mmol/L (as Al

having strong absorbability. However, as seen in Figure 1,

amount in the tested wastewater).

HOAZF (showing different surface structure at different magniﬁcation times) exhibited signiﬁcantly different surface

Inﬂuence of coagulation pH
The simulated wastewater was adjusted to 4–12 pH using
NaOH or HCl solutions, respectively. Dosage was selected
to be 4.11 mmol/L.

morphology from PAZF. When the magniﬁcation time was
10 K (Figure 1(a)), HOAZF was mainly composed of some
irregular

stalactite-like

or cotton-wad-like

morphology,

together with some irregular crevice-like or hole-like structures
loosely distributed. The inner details of the hole-like structures
were displayed at a magniﬁcation of 20 K (Figure 1(b)): the
inner surface was composed of smooth ﬂat-like, small size

Inﬂuence of phosphorus level

spherical-like, irregular protrusions structures, in which
some holes were interconnected, and the edge of the holes

The simulated wastewater was diluted to obtain the tested

were composed of irregular crystal-like, moss-like and different

samples with different phosphorus levels varying between

size of cotton-wad-like structures.

Figure 1

|

SEM pictures of HOAZF. (a) ×10k, (b) ×20k.
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The difference of the surface morphology of HOAZF

between organic and inorganic matters. In addition, the

from that of PAZF (Fu et al. ) may be originated from

stretching vibration absorption peak of C ¼ C double bond

the chemical reaction between the various elements in the

was not presented in 998 cm–1 (Zhao et al. ), suggesting

former. Complex composite reaction possibly occurred

that a rather complex composite reaction occurred between

between PAM and Zn, Al, Fe, and some anions, etc., thus

PAM and the inorganic metal ions, in which the monomer

forming very complex complexes in HOAZF.

substance of acrylamide did not appear.

Surface functional group

Crystal characteristics

Figure 2 displays the IR spectra of HOAZF.

XRD is an analytical method to study spatial distribution of

The absorption at 3,416 cm–1 can be assigned to the

atoms inside materials. As shown in Figure 3, crystalline

stretching vibration of –OH (intermolecular hydrogen

characteristics were observed in HOAZF, in which some

bonds) attached to Al in HOAZF (Lu & Deng ). The

peaks showed the structure of NaCl (oval label in Figure 3)

–1

peak at 1,638 cm

can be attributed to the bending

and others were unknown. No crystals of oxides or salts of

vibration of water absorbed, polymerized and crystallized

Al, Zn, Fe, such as Fe2(SO4)3, Fe2O3, Fe(OH)3, Fe3O4 and

in HOAZF (Lu & Deng ; Tan et al. ). The series of

so on, can be detected in HOAZF. The characteristic diffrac-

peaks at 844 and 1,258 cm–1 can be assigned to the bending

tive peak of PAM was also not detected at 20–23 of 2θ. This

vibration of Al-O-Al in the form of an octahedron, in which

suggested that a complex composite reaction occurred

Al in the Al-O-Al bond may be replaced by Zn or Fe, forming

between Al, Zn, Fe and PAM, forming one or many new

more Zn-O-Al or less Fe-O-Al bonds, suggesting that Zn and

crystalline substances, consistent with the results in Figure 2.

Fe were polymerized with Al in HOAZF (Tan et al. ).

Some ‘wave-like peaks’ appeared in some regions (such as,

–1

The absorption from 555 to 659 cm

W

W

W

W

can be assigned to

from 14 to 26 of 2θ, 32–44 of 2θ, and 47–64 of 2θ), instead

the vibration of Zn-O or Al-O in the octahedral of

of crystalline characteristics, indicating that some diffusive

–1

HOAZF. The peak at 1,112 cm

can be attributed to the

stretching vibration of bridging-oxygen, probably being the

amorphous complexes of metals were formed in HOAZF,
which was similar to that in PAZF (Fu et al. ).

vibration absorption of Al-O-Al, Zn-O-Zn, Zn-O-Al or
Fe-O-Al, Zn-O-Fe bond (Kim et al. ). Within 400–

Zeta potential

–1

800 cm , the absorption of HOAZF gave a larger difference
from that of PAZF (Fu et al. ) in which the former spilt

Table 1 displays the Zeta potentials of HOAZF and PAZF,

out many small peaks; some changes probably occurred in

and Figure 4 shows the Zeta potentials of HOAZF and

the structure of HOAZF due to the composite reaction

PAZF at different pH values.

Figure 2

|

IR spectra of HOAZF.
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PAZF reached the highest Zeta potentials at pH 4 or so.

Comparison of Zeta potential between HOAZF and PAZF (mV)

Averages

Journal of Water Reuse and Desalination

Coagulants

Zeta potential

Range

HOAZF

36.8

32.2

38.5

33.8

37.5

35.8

6.3

PAZF

41

44.4

43.2

42.6

43.8

42.9

3.4

The Zeta potential of HOAZF was smaller than that of
PAZF over the tested pH range, apart from pH >11. The
Zeta potential of HOAZF and PAZF tended to be the
value equivalent to the isoelectric point at pH 12, which
suggested that the neutralization ability of HOAZF for pollutants negatively charged was weaker than that of PAZF at
the tested pH range.

PR by HOAZF
Impact of dosage
The performance of HOAZF for turbidity removal and PR
was compared to those of PAZF and PAC in treating the
simulated wastewater containing DDVP with a dosage of
0.685–6.85 mmol/L. PAZF gave higher 40% turbidity removal
Figure 4

|

Zeta potentials of HOAZF and PAZF at different pH values.

As seen from Table 1, the Zeta potentials of both

than PAC (Figure 5(a)) at the dosage 0.685 mmol/L. However, PAC gave larger PR than PAZF (Figure 5(b)) at lower
dosages.

HOAZF and PAZF were much larger than the isoelectric

Generally, turbidity removal by coagulation is per-

point (net charge equivalent to 0 mV), in which the Zeta

formed by a kind of comprehensive action of charge

potential of HOAZF was lower than PAZF and the degree

neutralization/adsorption, bridging, and sweeping. PAZF

of uniformity of charge distribution on various species of

(Fu et al. ) was a coagulant composited by three metal

HOAZF was smaller than that of PAZF (as seen from the

ions of aluminum, zinc and iron, much more complex in

different changes in Zeta potential between different pH

composition than PAC, so, PAZF will produce more compli-

ranges) due to the additon of PAM.

cated hydrolysis products in wastewater than PAC which

As seen from Figure 4, the Zeta potentials of both

was only polymerized by aluminum. The hydrolysis pro-

HOAZF and PAZF were larger than 0 mV at the tested

ducts of PAZF contained gels and solids structures formed

pH values, and they ﬁrstly increased and then decreased

by organic and inorganic ions, and polynuclear substances

sharply with the increasing of pH, in which HOAZF and

with high positive valence (Bao et al. ; Golbaz et al.

Figure 5

|

Impact of dosage on removal of phosphorus and turbidity with HOAZF and PAZF in treating a simulated pesticide wastewater. TP ¼ 664.8–676.3 mg/L.
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; Zhang et al. ), thus giving better neutralization/

contained complex components, such as colloidal and sol-

adsorption for turbidity matters. Moreover, some zinc

uble DDVP, the hydrolyzate of DDVP, and a small

hydroxides and ferric hydroxides with amphoteric charac-

amount of inorganic phosphorus. The structural formula of

teristics and some hydrolysis products of polynuclear or

DDVP used in this experiment is as seen in Formula (1):

solids were formed during the hydrolysis of PAZF, so, turbidity

removal

by

PAZF

probably

included

charge

neutralization/adsorption of ﬁne particles and colloidal mat(1)

ters, and continuous adsorption/bridging for turbidity
matters on ﬂocs formed, etc. (Li ; Golbaz et al. ;
Zhang et al. ). In addition, PAZF posed a kind of large
uniform network structure consisting of some sort of cauliﬂower head with small size (Fu et al. ), thus giving

The electropositivity of P was enhanced by the electron-

excellent absorption for turbidity substances. Therefore,

withdrawing substituent group (such as Cl) and oxygen atom

PAZF displayed much higher turbidity removal than PAC.

on the double bond of P (Formula (1)). In addition, the elec-

However, PR by coagulation was different from turbidity

tropositivity of P was probably increased by the complex

removal, in which the former included both coagulation and

hydrolysis process of DDVP. Therefore it can be considered

chemical processes. Generally, PR by a simple chemical pro-

that DDVP removal by coagulation rarely involved charge

cess relates to a phase transfer of chemical precipitation in

neutralization due to the charge repel action between

which some granular, insoluble phosphate will be formed

DDVP and the hydrolysis products (often positively

in reactions between soluble phosphorus and inorganic

charged) (Golbaz et al. ; Zhang et al. ) formed by

salts (Hauduc et al. ). However, PR by coagulation is

metal coagulant, such as HOAZF, PZAF and PAC. More-

relatively complex, in which some discrete and colloid sub-

over, the comparison of the results between Figure 5(a)

stances or some matters which are not easy to precipitate

and 5(b) also illustrates that the main DDVP removal mech-

will become larger and larger ﬂocs under action of coagu-

anism by coagulation included adsorption/bridging and

lants (Keeley et al. ). Although the phase transfer was

sweeping. So it can be seen that PR by PAZF was higher

not the main process in coagulation, PR by coagulation

than that by PAC because the former formed much more

was actually a simultaneous complex process involving

complex hydrolyzate than the latter at higher dosages. Gen-

non-phase transfer and phase transfer when many factors

erally,

were changed, such as coagulation pH, phosphorus level,

coagulants has chemical precipitation in removing phos-

coagulant composition, etc. That is, PR by coagulation

phorus. The amount of mononuclear hydrolyzate formed

includes the following two behaviors: (1) coagulation func-

by PAC (consisting of a single metal element) was perhaps

tion

particulate

more than that by PAZF at lower dosages, so chemical pre-

phosphorus (not easy to naturally precipitate) under the

cipitation for PR by PAC was perhaps a little greater than

action of complex hydrolysis products of coagulants; (2)

that by PAZF, thus leading to a little higher PR by PAC

chemical precipitation for soluble phosphorus under the

than that by PAZF at lower dosages (Figure 5(b)). This

action of mononuclear inorganic salts produced by the

was consistent with the results of Qiu () who stated

hydrolysis process of coagulants.

that PAC had higher removal of soluble inorganic phos-

for

solid

colloidal

phosphorus

or

Firstly, PAZF was compared with PAC. It can be considered that the tested wastewater in this work mainly

mononuclear

hydrolyzate

formed

by

metal

phorus and total phosphorus.
Secondly, HOAZF was compared with PAZF. As also

contained organophosphorus (DDVP) and a little soluble

seen from the comparison between Figure 5(a) and 5(b),

inorganic phosphorus, apart from some other turbidity sub-

HOAZF gave 6% greater PR although it had almost the

stances. DDVP exhibits lower solubility (about 10 g/L) in

same turbidity removal as PAZF, thus indicating that

water at room temperature, but is easily hydrolyzed,

some phosphorus was removed by chemical precipitation

especially at higher pH levels. So, the tested wastewater

of HOAZF, not by coagulation together with turbidity
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matters, which probably was due to the special function

adsorption/bridging and sweeping, so HOAZF almost

generated by the addition of PAM. This can be analyzed

gave the similar turbidity removal to PAZF (Figure 5(a)),

as follows. (1) As shown in Figures 1–4 and Table 1,

but having larger PR than PAZF.

HOAZF posed some special micro-characteristics, such as

At the same time, it can be seen that the desired dosage

complex surface morphology (Figure 1), many small IR

of HOAZF was far smaller than that of PAZF when reach-

peaks and having no stretching vibration absorption peak

ing the same PR (Figure 5(b)) (1.37 vs 4.11 mmol/L if PR

of C ¼ C double bond (Figure 2), having no characteristic

needed to reach 40%).

diffractive peak of PAM (Figure 3), lower Zeta potentials
(Table 1 and Figure 4), etc., which indicated that PAM

Impact of pH

was composited with metal elements during the composite
reaction process, forming some complexes which were

Figure 6 shows the comparison of turbidity removal and PR

different from those in PAZF. (2) For HOAZF, the compo-

between HOAZF, PAZF and PAC in treating a simulated

site reaction between PAM and metal elements accelerated

wastewater containing DDVP with coagulation pH of 4–12.

PR by chemical precipitation, which was probably due to

As well known in the ﬁeld of water coagulation, coagu-

the formation of much more mononuclear hydrolyzate pro-

lation pH has a great impact on the composition and type of

moted by the addition of PAM. (3) The addition of PAM

hydrolysis products of coagulants (Bao et al. ; Golbaz

reduced the positive charges carried by HOAZF (Table 1

et al. ). Generally, for inorganic coagulants, increasing

and Figure 4). However, the results in Figures 1–3 also

coagulation pH leads to both an increase of the amount of

suggest that HOAZF gave much more complex compo-

metal polynuclear hydrolyzate in the form of gels or solids

sition than PAZF, so resulting in many more complex

and a gradual decrease of positive charges (Figure 4) carried

hydrolysis products formed by HOAZF than that by

by the hydrolyzate (Bao et al. ), thus resulting in both a

PAZF: HOAZF formed mononuclear hydrolyzate of

decrease of charge neutralization function and an increase

metals, and also produced signiﬁcantly more polynuclear

of the adsorption/bridging/sweeping action. Similarly,

hydrolyzate of metals, hydrolyzate of organic matters, and

coagulation pH also has a great inﬂuence on PR by chemical

hydrolysis gels or solids of organic and inorganic matters

precipitation. Generally, the efﬁciency of PR by chemical

during hydrolyzation. In addition, the molecular chain of

precipitation is higher at slightly lower pH range and neutral

the hydrolyzate formed by HOAZF was longer than that

range, but weakened under strong alkaline conditions due to

of PAZF due to the addition of PAM (Li ). Therefore,

excess hydrolysis of coagulants.

it can be inferred that HOAZF gave a better bridging per-

As seen from Figure 6, coagulation pH almost displayed

formance than PAZF. Just as analyzed above that the main

some impact on the elimination of turbidity and phosphorus

DDVP removal mechanism by coagulation included

by the three coagulants, but the impact on the latter was

Figure 6

|

Impact of coagulation pH on removal of phosphorus and turbidity by HOAZF and PAZF in treating a simulated pesticide wastewater. Dosage ¼ 4.11 mmol/L.
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larger than the former, which was consistent with the pre-

in HOAZF, such as polynuclear hydrolyzate of three

vious analysis: the removing mechanisms of turbidity were

metals (Al, Fe and Zn), hydrolyzate of organic matters,

different from that of phosphorus, that is, turbidity was

and hydrolysis gels or solids of organic and inorganic mat-

mainly removed by coagulation, while phosphorus was

ters, so, HOAZF gave higher PR by chemical precipitation

removed by a comprehensive process of coagulation and

which was related to the phase transfer process. It is clear

chemical precipitation, so, the impact of coagulation pH

that PR performed by chemical precipitation will be largely

on PR was larger than that on the turbidity removal process.

related to coagulation pH. Generally, PR by chemical pre-

Generally, the optimum coagulation pH often corre-

cipitation will be increased under weakly acidic and

sponds to the pH at which the solubility of the hydrolysis

neutral conditions, and be lowered by stronger alkaline con-

products was the smallest and less solid products were

ditions. So, HOAZF gave a similar optimal pH to PAC in

formed after adding coagulants to water samples. This opti-

PR. (2) PAZF gave a slightly lower PR than PAC at lower

mum coagulation pH is often not within the strong alkaline

and neutral pH, and HOAZF gave higher PR than both

range, which was somewhat different from the results in

PAZF and PAC over the whole pH range. PAC formed sig-

Figure 6(b): the three coagulants gave high PR in alkaline

niﬁcantly more mononuclear hydrolyzate of Al during

wastewater samples. This difference was consistent with

hydrolyzation under acidic and neutral conditions, thus

the analysis mentioned above, further indicating that the

resulting in excellent PR by PAC at lower and neutral pH.

insoluble organic phosphorus in the tested wastewater was

However, PAZF formed signiﬁcantly more hydrolysis pro-

mainly removed by adsorption/bridging/sweeping per-

ducts (carrying many more positive charges) (Table 1 and

formed by polynuclear, gel-like or some solid hydrolysis

Figure 4) which can exert better adsorption functions

products of coagulants during the coagulation process and

making it have no advantage in removing soluble phos-

a little soluble phosphorus was mainly removed by chemical

phorus, so PAZF can exert a fully adsorption/bridging/

precipitation acted by mononuclear hydrolyzate formed by

sweeping performance only under alkaline conditions.

coagulants. The reasons are as follows. DDVP hydrolyzed

While HOAZF had far more complex composition than

more rapidly in alkaline water samples and the positive

PAZF and PAC, and gave a better comprehensive perform-

charge carried by P in DDVP was also increased by the

ance

hydrolysis process in alkaline waters. Simultaneously, var-

removing phosphorus, so HOAZF gave a higher removal

ious gel-like products and a certain amount of solid

of organic phosphorus than PAZF and PAC.

of

coagulation

and

chemical

precipitation

in

products in the form of metal polynuclear polymers were

In order to further study the function of bridging and

formed during the hydrolysis process of inorganic coagu-

chemical precipitation of HOAZF in removing organic

lants. The amount of the gel-like and solid products was

phosphorus, the impact of the phosphorus level on PR was

closely related to the pH of water samples, that is, the

analyzed as discussed in the following section.

higher the pH, the more the formation of these products.
So an adsorption/bridging/sweeping function was enhanced

Impact of phosphorus level

in alkaline water samples. Therefore, alkaline conditions are
conducive to the removal of organic phosphorus which was

The performance of HOAZF for PR was compared to those

positively charged and insoluble.

of PAZF and PAC in treating a simulated wastewater con-

As also seen in Figure 6(b), coagulation pH has a different impact on PR by the three coagulants. (1) HOAZF

taining DDVP with phosphorus level ranging from 41.1 to
664.8 mg/L (Figure 7).

almost had a similar suitable pH range to PAC (7–11), com-

HOAZF gave higher PR than PAZF and PAC at differ-

pared with 10–11 of PAZF. Under the main mechanism of

ent phosphorus levels and dosages, in which PR by

adsorption/bridging/sweeping in removing organic phos-

HOAZF reached 100% (Figure 7(b) when the dosage was

phorus described above: like PAC, HOAZF probably

up to a certain value (6.85 mmol/L) in treating a waste-

formed a similar amount of mononuclear hydrolyzate of

water sample with lower phosphorus levels (40 mg/L).

metals though much larger sized substances were formed

This demonstrated that HOAZF almost eliminated all
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Impact of phosphorus level on removal of phosphorus and turbidity with HOAZF and PAZF in treating a simulated pesticide.

kinds of phosphorus (involving insoluble and dissolved

on the phosphorus level, so, PR by HOAZF gradually

organic phosphorus, and inorganic phosphorus) by a com-

tended to be the same as that of PAZF (Figure 7(b)).

prehensive action including coagulation and chemical

The suitable phosphorus level for HOAZF tending to
reach a stable PR was slightly larger than that for PAZF

precipitation.
Figure 7 also shows that the dosage had a large inﬂuence

which was larger than PAC (Figure 7(b)), thus suggesting

on the relationship between PR and the phosphorus level.

that HOAZF gave a wider adaptation range of phosphorus

Just as previously described, the removal of organic phos-

level than PAZF at the same dosages. Similarly, PAZF

phorus

on

gave a wider adaptation range of phosphorus level than

adsorption/bridging and sweeping, together with a little

PAC. In addition, compared to low dosages (Figure 7(a)),

chemical precipitation. The behavior of HOAZF for PR

HOAZF gave an increasingly larger curve slope with the

was only analyzed compared with that of PAZF, as follows.

increasing of phosphorus concentration at higher dosages

(1) The amount of soluble phosphorus was relatively greater

(Figure 7(b)), demonstrating that HOAZF can be adapted

when the phosphorus level was lower, therefore the PR

to a wider range of phosphorus levels with an increase of

probably mainly depended on both adsorption/bridging/

phosphorus concentration. This performance of HOAZF

sweeping and chemical precipitation: HOAZF only gave a

was probably due to its special characteristics in compo-

little higher PR than PAZF due to the limited action of

sition and complex hydrolysis process.

by

coagulation

was

mainly

dependent

adsorption/bridging/sweeping and chemical precipitation

HOAZF had both higher removal of organic phos-

of HOAZF at lower dosages (Figure 7(a)), while the excel-

phorus and a wider range of suitable pH levels, and wider

lent action of both adsorption/bridging/sweeping and

adaptable phosphorus levels, making HOAZF have more

chemical precipitation made HOAZF have much higher

possibilities for treating complicated water qualities.

PR than PAZF at higher dosages (Figure 7(b)). (2) The
action

of

adsorption/bridging/sweeping

increasingly

played a leading role due to the reduced amount of soluble
phosphorus with the increasing phosphorus level; the action

CONCLUSIONS

of adsorption/bridging/sweeping was mainly dependent
upon the amount and characteristics of hydrolysis products

Complex composite reaction occurred between metals and

of coagulants at lower dosages. So, the better performance

PAM in HOAZF, forming some new crystalline substances

of adsorption/bridging/sweeping developed by complex

and diffusive amorphous complexes, so leading to the fol-

hydrolysis products made HOAZF always have higher PR

lowing characteristics: complex surface morphology and

than PAZF (Figure 7(a)). When the dosage was higher, the

relative lower Zeta potential, and promotion of PR by

action of adsorption/bridging/sweeping mainly depended

chemical precipitation due to the formation of much more
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mononuclear hydrolyzate promoted by the addition of
PAM.
PAZF posed far higher turbidity removal than PAC, with a
difference of 40% at dosage 0.685 mmol/L, but they almost gave
the similar PR at the same dosages. HOAZF almost displayed a
similar turbidity removal to PAZF, but gave higher PR than
PAZF over the whole dosage range, and the desired dosage of
HOAZF was far smaller than that of PAZF when reaching
the same PR. HOAZF and PAC almost posed the same suitable
pH range of 7–11, compared with 10–11 of PAZF. HOAZF
exhibited higher PR than PAZF and PAC at different phosphorus levels and dosages, in which PR by HOAZF reached
100% at a certain dosage (6.85 mmol/L). HOAZF posed a
wider adaptation range of both pH and phosphorus level than
PAZF, making HOAZF have many more possibilities for application in treating complex wastewater samples.
For the simulated wastewater mainly containing DDVP,
the main PR mechanism by coagulation included adsorption/bridging and sweeping. PR by HOAZF coagulation
was a simultaneous complex process involving non-phase
transfer of adsorption/bridging/sweeping and phase transfer
of chemical precipitation.
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